Background information for NOMAD

For presenters of NOMAD sessions
Brief on what NOMAD is (services + who is behind it)

Brief on History

If time and interest: Show webpage and online assistant

Useful links:
- https://humanitarian-nomad.org/
- https://humanitarian-nomad.org/online-selection-tool
- https://humanitarian-nomad.org/amman-2016-nomad-workshop
“NOMAD” = humanitarian Operations Mobile Acquisition of Data and the project’s main aim is to improve information management for humanitarian organizations by linking them with the latest mobile data collection technology to improve collection, analysis and management of information.

Using mobile phones and other gadgets to collect data helps aid agencies be more efficient, cost effective, information-secure and reliable. The team at NOMAD is made up of humanitarians who are experts in mobile data collection and information management.
WWW WHO WHAT HOW

NOMAD SERVICE:

Research & testing
- Pilot projects
- Online selection assistant
- Trainings, field or remote support
- Community of good practices & workshops organization

Linking aid organizations with the latest information management tools to more easily collect, analyse and manage data

NOMAD has developed an Online Selection Assistant to connect your organization or project with one of 48 mobile data collection solutions. NOMAD also includes a secondment service comprised of experienced field personnel who are ready to deploy in your organization, how to use mobile data collection technology or to support in the collection of such data.

More about NOMAD →
WWW WHO WHAT HOW

NOMAD assists in finding the best tool for you!

Acquee, Awaaz.De Surveys, COMMANDmobile®, CommCare, CommTrack, CSPro, CyberTracker, DevInfo, do Forms, droidSURVEY, Enketo Smart Paper, EpiCollect, FrontlineSMS, Fulcrum, GeoPoll, Humanitarian Data Toolkit, iFormBuilder™, imogene, iSURVEY, KoBoToolbox, Last Mile Mobile Solution, Magpi, Majella Insight, mFieldwork, Mobenzi Researcher, Nokia Data Gathering system, Oasis Mobile, Open Data Kit, openXdata, Pendragon, Poimapper, PSI Mobile - Fusion, RapidSMS, RDMS, Smap, SoukTel, SurveyCTO, Telerivet, Text to Change, TextIt, ViewWorld, VirtualCohort, VOTO Mobile, Voxiva, Wepi

Tool for the selection of the appropriate Service

Assessment of Organizations’ needs
Brief History

- Created in 2010 by iMMAP
- Initial funding by CNES: €222,000
- Initial partners: iMMAP, CartONG, WFP, IOM
- CNES provided “suitcase” for sat comms
- Pilots: Ethiopia, Pakistan, Haiti
- Development of a selection tool and free advice for humanitarian actors
- The start of H2H around IM services
NOMAD online selection tool

- Step-by-step questionnaire to identify your needs
- Identifies solution(s) matching your requirements
- Updated regularly
NOMAD FACTS & Figures

Participants of Workshops:
- 2012 (Geneva): 11
- 2013 (Paris): 70
- 2016 (Amman): 110

Tools featured in NOMAD
- 2012 (Geneva): 4
- 2013 (Paris): 32
- 2016 (Amman): 48

Note: fast paced market, so some tools initially in the assistant were taken out as the solutions are not available anymore.
Thank you for your attention!

http://humanitarian-nomad.org
@humanitarianNOMADproject@gmail.com
@HUMnomad
https://www.facebook.com/HumanitarianNOMADproject